International Handball Federation

Olympic Games
World Championship
Continental Championship
World Cup
International match

Team A

AUSTRIA
AUT - Austria

played in
in the hall
on
at
Spectators
Match Number

Giza Dr Hassan Moustafa Hall SAT 16 JAN 2021 19:00 0 21

Half-time (30')
End of playing time
1st extra time
2nd extra time
After penalty throws

A 13 B 17
A 28 B 35

Number of 7m
Team time-out
Full name of players and officials

1 24:12 1 2
2 38:26 3 1

No Team A G YC 2' RC BC No Team B G YC 2' RC BC

1 BAUER Thomas 5 REMILI Nedim
4 HERMANN Maximilian 1 1 7 LAGARDE Romain 2
6 SCHMID Dominik 1 9 RICHARDSON Melvyn
8 WEBER Robert 2 10 MEM Dika 3 1
16 KAIPER Florian 11 TOURNAT Nicolas 3
20 FRIMMEL Sebastian 2 12 GERARD Vincent 2
24 DICKER Daniel 14 MAHE Kentin 2
26 HERBURGER Lukas 19 ABALO Luc 2
28 ZEINER Gerald 1 21 GUIGOU Michael 4
30 ZIVKOVIC Boris 2 22 KARABATIC Luka 3
44 RANFTL Julian 1 23 FABREGAS Ludovic 4 2
55 WAGNER Tobias 7 1 24 PARDIN Wesley
57 HUBER Balthasar 1 1 25 DESCAT Hugo 4
72 HUTECEK Lukas 6 27 DIPANDA Adrien 1
77 STEVANOVIC Nikola 4 28 PORTE Valentin 3
94 NEUHOLD Christoph 1 37 ACQUEVILLO Jean Jacques 3 1

Off.A GIERLINGER Erwin Off.B PAJOVIC Ales
Off.B PAJOVIC Ales Off.B MATHE Erick
Off.D EHRENBERGER Patrick Off.E GAUTIER Sebastien
Off.F MAURELLI Olivier

Signatures of responsibles for the teams (Off.A)

Remarks of referees / IHF Official

A

A

B

B

Signatures

Signatures

LOPEZ GRILLO Julian (ARG) LENCi Sebastian (ARG)

Technical Officials

TK: NACHEVSKI Dragan (MKD) SK: SEDREZ Salvio (BRA)

IHF Official

HUELIN Antonio (ESP)

Number of 7m scored/awarded to team A resp. B, goals (G), yellow cards (YC), red cards (RC), blue cards (BC) and team penalty (TP)